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Valle di Cordoba [2014] EWHC 129 (Comm)

Trafigura Beheer BV v. Navigazione Montanari Spa

The facts:

- Voyage from Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire to Lagos, Nigeria

- C/P: Beepeevoy 3 plus Trafigura Chartering Clauses, as amended 
08.2005.08.2005.

- Cargo of premium motor spirit (PMS).

- Vessel attacked by pirates whilst drifting offshore Benin awaiting 
orders.

- Pirates arranged for an STS transfer of 5,300 mts cargo to 
unknown lightering vessel.

- Vessel released by pirates.

- Vessel discharges remaining cargo at Lagos.
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The Olympic Brilliance [1981] 2 LLR 176

- The commercial background to In-transit loss (ITL) clauses

- “claims for shortage on the carriage of large quantities of oil are
frequent occurrences. It is part of the practice in the trade generally
to recognise that there is no absolutely correct measurement and to
make allowances of about ½ per cent to account for discrepancies
which inevitably take place when measurements are made”.which inevitably take place when measurements are made”.
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In-transit loss (ITL) clause

In addition to any other rights which Charterers may have, Owners will 
be responsible for the full amount of any in-transit loss if in-transit 
loss exceeds 0.3% 0.5% and Charterers shall have the right to deduct 
from freight claim an amount equal to the FOB port of loading value 
of such lost cargo plus freight and insurance due with respect thereto. 
In-transit loss is defined as the difference between net vessel volumes 
after loading at the loading port and before unloading at the discharge after loading at the loading port and before unloading at the discharge 
port."
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Exceptions

"The provisions of Article III (other than Rule 8), IV, IV bis and VIII of
the Schedule to the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1971 of the United
Kingdom shall apply to this Charter and shall be deemed to be
inserted in extenso herein. This Charter shall be deemed to be a
contract for the carriage of goods by sea to which the said Articles
apply, and Owners shall be entitled to the protection of the said
Articles in respect of any claim made hereunder. (Emphasis added.)Articles in respect of any claim made hereunder. (Emphasis added.)
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The issues
- Charterers claimed against Owners for the value of the cargo lost on 

the basis that the charterparty contained an ITL clause.

- Did the transferred cargo discharged from the Vessel constitute “in-
transit loss” or “lost cargo” for the purposes of the ITL clause?

- If the transferred cargo was in-transit loss or lost cargo under the 
ITL clause, did the ITL clause impose strict liability on the Owners 
for the transferred cargo?for the transferred cargo?

- Alternatively, did the exceptions clause apply – in any event – to 
exclude Owners’ liability for the transferred cargo, by virtue of the 
incorporation into the charterparty of Art IV Rule 2 of the Hague-
Visby Rules (“Neither the carrier nor the ship shall be responsible 
for loss or damage arising or resulting from…(c) Perils, dangers and 
accidents of the sea or other navigable waters…(f) Act of public 
enemies…(q) Any other cause arising without actual fault or neglect 
of the agents or servants of the carrier,…” ) ?
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The Commercial Court decision

- In-transit loss means loss incidental to the carriage of oil products,
it does not extend to losses caused by the action of pirates.

- In any event, liability under the ITL clause was not strict and was
subject to the exceptions clause.

- Owners would be entitled to the protection of the Hague-Visby Rules
defences “in respect of any claim made” under the charterparty,
including claims made under the ITL clause.
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P & I cover

If the Owners had been held liable, they would have lost their P&I
cover because of the standard provisions in Club rules, providing that
Club cover is lost if owners agree to a regime that is more onerous for
them than the Hague-Visby Rules regime.
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Court of Appeal decision

- Charterers appealed to the Court of Appeal. They lost.

- Was stolen cargo in-transit loss? Majority of CoA said NO. Clause clear in
covering only loss incidental to carriage of cargo and so excluded loss
caused by piracy. They are there for commercial reasons : to assist with
notoriously difficult oil shortage claims – they give an allowance to account
for discrepancies in volumetric measurement in circumstances where the
loss is “of a kind encountered on a normal voyage”, when the loss is
otherwise unexplained.

- Could Owners rely on the HVR exceptions to avoid liability for cargo loss (i.e.
even if loss was in-transit loss)? Unanimously, the CoA said YES.

- Lord Justice Briggs: ITL clause imposed liability for loss of cargo in transit
regardless of cause of loss. But HVR exceptions applied anyway.

- Ince & Co. acted for the successful Owner in this important decision which
clarifies how the ITL regime operates and the type of losses that clauses
such as this are meant to cover.
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Conclusions

- CoA view on what constitutes in-transit loss carries considerable 
weight.

- Important decision because it clarifies the scope of ITL clauses 
within the charterparty regime.

- Such loss is likely to be confined to loss that occurs as a direct 
result of the transit, during the course of a normal voyage, 
incidental to the carriage of cargo.
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